***NEW PRODUCTS NOW AVAILABLE***

**PAINTED CERAMIC PANELS:**

Traditionally painted ceramic panels are used in non-vision areas of curtain walls. They are employed to conceal portions of the building structure that are not aesthetically pleasing from the exterior of the building. For example, to conceal floor slabs, heating ducts and so on. They can also be utilised in areas to maintain privacy or security, for example, ground level of a building.

Painted panels can be supplied on both 4mm and 6mm clear toughened glass. Holloseal Glass is able to match RAL, Pantone, NCS or BS numbers to offer an extensive range of colours. These products can also be provided with insulation backing if required.

**APPLICATIONS:**

- Any exterior curtain walls including schools, hospitals and office buildings.

- Interior wall coverings for entrance halls, indoor partitions and decorative panels.